Our projects are based on chemical biology (use of chemical molecules for understanding biological phenomena) and medicinal chemistry (compounds with therapeutic properties). As chemists we will take care of molecule synthesis in tight collaboration with biologists for the design of the most appropriate compounds.

The team is mainly working in 4 directions:

- **Vectorization/Targeting**: The aim is to develop new therapies based on cytotoxic agents targeted by Shiga Toxin or antibodies. New linkers and scaffolds were designed for this purpose. In some cases, the same compounds can also be used for imaging, in a theranostic approach.
Figure 1: Shiga toxin B subunit as a vector for antitumour drugs
The Shiga toxin B subunit (STxB) is used for intracellular retrograde delivery of drug.

- **Glycosphingolipids/Membranes**: This project is a typical Chemical Biology project. We are designing and synthesizing modified glycosphingolipids and chemical probes, to study and understand phenomena concerning the cell membranes and endocytosis.
- **Self-immolative spacers**: Self-immolative spacers are used in prodrug and in profluorophore strategies. We are working on the structures in correlation with the kinetic parameters of these spacers, as well as on biological applications.
• **Heterocyclic Inhibitors**: Hits have been obtained from the chemical library of the Institut Curie or from other external libraries by screening for various activities. Particularly, compounds able to inhibit Shiga toxin infection have been identified and will be developed in two directions: identification of the cellular target, and optimization of activity for therapeutic purposes.

The team is also involved in the *Institut Curie/CNRS small molecule library*. The library was created by all the chemists of Institut Curie and is now ruled as a common platform between the Chemical Biology units of Institut Curie Paris and Orsay.
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